IF AFTER **NOON SAKIN** OR **TANWEEN**, ANY OF THE LETTERS BELOW APPEAR:

أ خ غ ح ع ه

there will be **‘IZHAR’**
‘IDGHAAM NAAQIS’
[to join together with gunnah]

IF AFTER NOON SAKIN OR TANWEEN, ANY OF THE LETTERS BELOW APPEAR:

ن م و ي

there will be
‘IDGHAAM’
with gunnah
IF AFTER NOON SAKIN OR TANWEEN, ANY OF THE LETTERS BELOW APPEAR:

ل ر

there will be ‘IDGHAAM’ without gunnah
IF AFTER NOON SAKIN OR TANWEEN, THE LETTER BELOW APPEARS:

\[
\text{ب}
\]

there will be ‘QALB’ with gunnah
IF AFTER NOON SAKIN OR TANWEEN, ANY OF THE LETTERS BELOW APPEAR:

\[
\text{ت ث ج د ذ ز س ش ص ض ط ظ ف ق ك}
\]

there will be ‘IKHFA’
‘IDGHAAM NAAQIS’
[to join together with gunnah]

IF AFTER MEEM SAKIN,
THE LETTER BELOW APPEARS:

هم

there will be
‘IDGHAAM’
with gunnah
‘IKHFA’
[light gunnah or light nasal sound]

IF AFTER MEEM SAKIN,
THE LETTER BELOW APPEARS:

ب

there will be
‘IKHFA’
‘IZHAR’
[reciting clearly without gunnah]

IF AFTER MEEM SAKIN,
ANY LETTER EXCEPT FOR THOSE BELOW APPEAR:

م
ب

there will be
‘IZHAR’
Rules of Raa

RAA WITH A ZABR OR PESH
PUR: FULL MOUTH

RAA WITH A ZAIR
BAAREEK: EMTPY MOUTH
Rules of Raa ر

RAA SAKIN WITH A ZABR OR PESH BEFORE IT
Pur: Full Mouth
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RAA SAKIN WITH A ZAIR BEFORE IT
Baareek: Emtpy Mouth
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Rules of reciting Allah ﷺ

**ALLAH WITH A ZABR OR PESH BEFORE IT**
**PUR: FULL MOUTH**

سُبْحَانَ اللَّهِ أَسْتَغْفِرَ اللَّهَ

**ALLAH WITH A ZAIR BEFORE IT**
**BAAREEK: EMTPY MOUTH**

بِسْمِ اللَّهِ
‘QALQALAH’
[echo sound]

IF ANY OF THE LETTERS BELOW HAVE A SAKIN:

ق ط ب ج د

there will be

‘QALQALAH’
‘GUNNAH’
[prolonging the sound of the letter]

IF THERE IS A TASHDEED ْـ ON TOP
OF THE LETTER NOON OR MEEM

there will be
‘GUNNAH’
‘HUROOF MUSTALIYAH’
[prayed full mouth]
THE FOLLOWING LETTERS ARE READ WITH A FULL MOUTH:

ﺥ ص ض غ ط ق ظ

there will be
‘HUROOF MUSTALIYAH’